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Shape is a design element.
Shape is flat and has only
two-dimensions - length and width.
Shape does not really exist
in nature because all objects
have another dimension that
we know as depth or thickness.
When we touch a real object
it is easy to tell what is
meant by three-dimensions. For
example a chair is so tall, and so wide,
and so deep that you can sit in it. If you
cut a chair out of a piece of cardboard it would
be so tall, and so wide, but if you tried to sit in
it, you'd probably fall off! You couldn't use it for a
chair, but if you painted flowers all over it, you could
hang it on the wall for a fun decoration. If you tried to
hang the chair on the wall it would be very difficult because
of its FORM. A FORM is a shape that takes up SPACE.
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We can turn a three-dimensional
FORM into a two-dimensional SHAPE
by letting all the SPACE OUT!
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or by cutting it apart

or by holding it behind a lighted screen.
There are many ways to
change the FORM of objects
to create interesting shapes
for your designs.
- Trace around a large stone.
- Open a shoebox out flat.

TO DO AT HOME, AT SCHOOL, OUTDOORS, EVERYWHERE, OFTEN!

Look at the shapes of real objects from different points of view. See
how the shape of a form changes from the top view, side view, or bottom.
Most of our designs come from what we see in the world around us
and how our imaginations use this information in new ways.

This publication has been adapted by Katherine Habel, Extension specialist. Home Furnishings, Virginia Tech. and is reproduced
with the kind permission of Mary C. Saylor, Specialist in Related Art and Patricia A. Kelley, Associate Division Leader. 4-H Youth.
The Pennsylvania Cooperative Extension Service. The Pennsylvania State University.
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Recommended by Katherine Habel
Extension Specialist
Home Furnishings

We can change a flat shape
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use colored paper
rubber cement
and scissors
stretch
extend
re-arrange
Try it yourself. It's fun

cut a shape into
several pieces and then put it back
together leaving small spaces in between.
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Cut a piece of construction paper in your favorite color.
Make it the size of block B. Cut it apart into at least 6 pieces
Put block B back together in a new way so it takes up almost
all the space in block A. You may try some of the examples
or better still, make up your own! You may also use any shape
you like instead of a block. Experiment with several shapes.
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You know that shape and form can .be changed
in many ways. All crafts use the design elements
of shape and form because crafts are all threedimensional objects.
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A weaving and re-cycling project.
In this project, you take one
kind of three-dimensional object,
cut it apart, and put it back
together to create a very
different shape - a place mat.
The reason it's called
"NO-RUSH WEAVING" is not just
because you must take your
time (all weaving requires
patience), but also because
originally this project used
natural rushes and leaves of
plants such as iris, tulips, day
lilies, daffodils, or corn husks.
You will need
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large grocery bags (2)
(if you would like to try the natural materials check the CRAFTS CARAVAN
LEADERS GUIDE for special instructions)
rubber cement
• scissors
green and orange water paints
• plant mister
acrylic medium or clear liquid wax
• soft watercolor brush
bucket
• paper clip
to begin
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Cut out bottoms of both grocery bags.
Cut one bag into 1O strips 4cm (2") wide.
Cut second bag into one continuous strip 2-3cm (1-V2") wide
- Fold each of the ten strips over three times
- Place five strips down vertically
- Place five strips down hortizontally.
- Weave these strips together for the base.
- With the paper clip fasten two of the strips
together to make one. This is necessary
because in circular weaving you need an uneven
number of ends.
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To weave your placemat:
- With the plant mister lightly spray the base and about 1m (39") of
the long strip. DO NOT SOAK. Some grocery bags are biodegradeable
and will disintegrate.
- Weave over and under each end pushing rows together gently to
make a firm fabric.
- Pull ends into a shape like the spokes of a wheel. Do this gently .
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- Continue weaving until you are
within 5cm (2") of the edge
of the shortest end. (No matter
how hard you try, you will often
have at least one end that is
shorter than the rest!)
Cut the weaving strip (weft) off
in a taper. Fold over the last
row and fasten with a paper clip.

If the weft strip tears, splice and continue
weaving. All splices can be fastened with
rubber cement when the place mat has dried.

drying
•
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•
•
•
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Splice by overlapping torn ends
and fasten with a paper clip.
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Place between layers of newspaper and weight down with a tray
containing a few books. Change damp papers for dry ones.
• When excess water has been absorbed, put placemat in a dry place
until completely dry. Handle carefully.
finishing
•
When dry, fasten any splices with
rubber cement.
Cement the end of the weft, too.
Cement each of the ends to the
last row of weft.
You may stain the placemat with
a VERY THIN WASH of green
water color applied with a soft
Combine with
brush. A wash of orange will give
dried flower
the green a more natural look.
spray to make
A final coat of acrylic medium
an original
or clear liquid floor wax will
wall hanging or
give your placemat a good
add texture to a
protective coating.
smooth clay pot

Experiment with using other kinds of left over materials using
the same process. Try fabrics and leathers as well as yarns and other kinds
of paper. The only rule is "if it works, use it!"

filled with dried weeds.
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